JSS Executive 2016-2017

• Patron - Dr. SC Parija
• President - Dr Jagdish Menon
• Vice President - Dr. A. Vasudevan
• Secretary – Dr. Rajesh NG
• Treasurer – Dr. Navin Kumar
• Joint Secretary – Dr. Arun Kumar
• Executive Committee – Dr. Aneesh Keepanasseril, Dr. Deepak Amalnath, Dr. Jyotirmay Hegde, Dr. Rahul Dhodapkar, Dr. V. Gomathi Sankar
• Ex Officio Members – Dr. Gautam Roy and Dr. Satheesh Kamalanathan

JSS Prize winners – 2016-2017

• **Best senior faculty prize** – Dr Abdoul Hamid from Dept of general medicine on topic titled “HIV Care Cascade: JIPMER Experience”
• **Best Junior faculty prize** - Dr Sivaraman G from Dept of ENT on topic titled Developing and Validating Script Concordance Testing for ENT undergraduates.
• **Best innovation prize**- Dr. Arun Alexander from Dept of ENT on topic titled “Process of Biomedical innovation in JIPMER”
• **Best original research paper** - Dr Vimala Ananthy from Dept of pharmacology for paper titled Pattern of Drug use in a Tertiary Care Hospital in Puducherry
• **Best case report** – Dr Ketaki Gharpure from dept of pediatric surgery on topic titled Laparoscopic Repair of Congenital Bilateral Morgagni- Larrey Hernia: A case report

Scientific Meetings held under JSS during 2016 -2017

April 2017

**Guest Lectures on 05.4.2017**

• 1. Dr. Ravi Raghavan, Professor of Pathology, Anatomy and Neurosurgery, University of Loma Linda Medical Centre, California, USA, sponsored by Neurosurgery who will deliver his lecture titled "ZIKA - An Emerging Scourge: Implications for the Central Nervous System"
• 2. Dr. Vijaya Lakshmi Nag, Professor and Head of Microbiology, AIIMS, Jodhpur, sponsored by Surgical Gastro enterology who will deliver her lecture titled “Non-tuberculous rapid growing mycobacteria with special reference to abdominal wound infections"
  • Guest Lecture on 18.04.2017

• 3. Dr. Rajeshwar Dayal, Professor of Pediatrics, SN Medical College, Agra
  Title - "Leprosy in children: a continuing social scourge"
External Oration on 12.04.2017
• Director of Tata Memorial Centre Mumbai, Dr. Rajendra Badwe delivered JIPMER Scientific Society External Oration on 12th April 2017 at Superspecialty Block Auditorium at 2.30 PM.
• The title of the Oration "Cancer care in India: Challenges and Solutions"

March 2017
Guest Lectures –
1. Dr. Srinivas Kaveri on 14.03.2017

Dr. Srinivas Kaveri is the Director of INSERM 3, Ecole de Medicien, Paris, France and Current Director of CNRS Bureau, Embassy of Francy in India, New Delhi.
Title – Environment and the Immune System

2. Professor (Col), Dr. Pankaj Talwar, MD, VSM Director, ART Center, Army Hospital
Title of the talk - ”Fertility preservation in cancer patients”

February 2017
1. 17.02.2017 – Annual Internal Faculty Oration – Dr. Sadasivan Jagdish, Senior Professor, Surgery
2. 05.02.2017 – Workshop on Mixed Methods Research – Dr. Amol Dongre, Professor of Preventive and Social Medicine, Sri Manakula VInayagar Medical College and Research Centre, Puducherry, Pasteur Theatre, JIPMER
03.02.2017 – Guest Lecture – Dept. of Neonatology, JIPMER – Professor Dr. Sanjay Patole - Clinical Academic Neonatologist from KEM Hospital for Women and Professor at University of Western Australia.
Title - Peace and productivity at workplace- what is the secret?

January 2017
Monthly Meeting – January 20.01.2017
2. Original papers – 3 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 3 minutes discussion. The papers selected are listed below,
   a. Post chemotherapy changes in bone marrow in Acute Leukemias with emphasis on detection of residual disease by Immunohistochemistry. Pavithra A, DebdattaBasu, Rakhee Kar, Biswajit Dubashi. Departments of Pathology and Medical Oncology, JIPMER
   b. Immunohistochemistry evaluation of malignant serous effusions to determine the primary site of malignancy. Saranya Mohan, N. Siddaraju, Pampa Ch Toi, Biswajit Dubashi. Departments of Pathology and Medical Oncology, JIPMER
   c. Pattern of Medicine Use in a Tertiary Care Hospital in Puducherry. Vimala Ananthy, Chanaveerappa Bammigatti, Kesavan Ramasamy, Batmanabane Gitanjali, Departments of Pharmacology and Medicine
3. Case Reports: 2 numbers (5 minutes presentation with 2 minutes discussion)

JSS Workshops on Digital Library Access
2. 25.01.2017 - Wednesday afternoon at 3 PM in SSB auditorium Workshop on e-library access by Elsevier - Clinical Key and Wiley Publishers, SSB auditorium

1. JSS Guest Lecture – Dept. of Biochemistry – Dr. Alpana Sharma – Professor of Biochemistry, AIIMS, New Delhi - The Good, The Bad & The Ugly: Different facets of T cells and their impact on immunopathogenesis of pemphigus vulgaris

November 2016 – SSB auditorium
18.11.2016 – Alumni Oration - Dr. GN Ramesh, Gastroenterologist from batch of 1976 delivered the JSS Alumni Oration.
The topic of the oration “Learning to live with thorns:medico-legal perspectives”

Monthly Meeting – 25.11.2016 - SSB auditorium
1. The JSS lead talk will be on
“Know Your Fertility and How to Preserve It” by Dr. Dasari Papa, Professor and Head, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. The talk will be for a period of 25 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes.
2. Original papers – 3 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 3 minutes discussion.
The papers selected are listed below,
a. Comparison of adapted enhanced recovery after surgery pathway versus standard care following simple closure of perforated duodenal ulcer- A randomized controlled trial. Mohsina Subair, Shanmugam Dasarathan, Suresh Kumar S, Pankaj Kundra, Mahalakshmy T, Vikram Kate from Departments of General surgery, Anaesthesia and critical care and Preventive and social medicine.
b. Effect of vitamin D supplementation on vascular functions in type 2 Diabetic patients with vitamin D deficiency. Nishanthi A, Sandhiya S, Dkhar SA, Kamalanathan SK, Kadhiravan T, Bobby Z from Departments of Pharmacology, Clinical Pharmacology, Endocrinology, Medicine, Biochemistry.
c. Making of the Tamil version of the Postpartum Bonding Questionnaire (PBQ). Ashvini V, Bharadwaj B, Jayalakshmi D from Departments of psychiatry, Obstetrics and gynaecology.
3. Case Reports: 2 numbers (5 minutes presentation with 2 minutes discussion)
a. Primary Renal Gray zone (Unclassifiable B cell lymphoma) lymphoma with hypercalcemia and acute kidney injury mimicking like renal cell carcinoma - a rare case report. Ponraj M, Sharmila S, Jogamaya Pattnaik, Smita Kayal, Biswajit Dubashi, Bhavane Bade, Naresh Jadhav from departments of medical oncology and pathology

October 2016


The meeting of JIPMER Scientific Society of 2016-17 Executive will be held at Superspeciality auditorium on 21st october afternoon at 3 PM.

1. The lead talk is titled “Manageent of Diabetic Retinopathy: Changing Trends”. by Dr Swapnil Parchand, Assistant Professor, Department of Ophthalmology

   The talk will be for a period of 20 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes

2. Original papers – 3 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 2 minutes discussion. The papers selected are listed below,
   a. “ABO &Rh(D) Blood Group Phenotype Frequencies among Blood Donors with Special Emphasis on Subtyping of Rh Negative Donors for Rh(C, c, E, e) and Kell(K, k)Antigens.” By Sridhar Gopal, Rajendra G Kulkarni, Debdatta Basu from Depts of Transfusion medicine and Pathology.
   b. Analysis of clinical profile and short term outcomes of patients with acute myeloid leukemia – a single institute experience from south india. By Naresh Jadhav, Biswajit Dubashi, Smita Kayal, Sunu Cyriac, Unni Pillai, Ranjit Kumar, Jogamaya Pattnaik, Ponraj, Kiran Kumar from Dept of Medical Oncology.
   c. Adverse transfusion reactions among blood transfusion recipients in a tertiary care hospital. By Gente Vikram Kumar, Debdatta Basu, Rajendra G Kulkarni from Department of Transfusion Medicine and Pathology

3. Case Reports: 2 number (5 minutes presentation with 3 minutes discussion)

September 2016

17.09.2016 - Guest Lecture – Dr. Raman Kapur and Dr. Sunita Kapur – Director, JIPMER – Title - ACUPUNCTURE – A NEW PERSPECTIVE”


1. The JSS lead talk will be on “Approach to Bleeding Disorders: JIPMER Experience” by Dr. Rakhee Kar, Associate Professor, Department of Pathology. The talk will be for a period of 40 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes.

2. Original papers – 2 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 3 minutes discussion. The papers selected are listed below,
   a. Corneal endothelial changes in HIV patients. Vijitha VS, Shashi Ahuja, Abdoul Hamide Department of Ophthalmology and Department of Medicine
   b. Structural outcome following laser photoagulation with Frequency double
Nd:YAG laser (532 nm green laser) in severe Retinopathy of Prematurity: A retrospective study.

: Dr Swapnil Parchand, Dr Subashini Kaliaperumal, Dr Nishant Plakkal, Dr Ramesh Babu K, Dr Vishnu Bhat, Dr Renuka Srinivasan Department of Ophthalmology

Neuroendocrine small cell carcinoma of lung with carcinomatous encephalopathy. Dr. Anand S, Dr. Deepak Amalnath, Dr. Mukta Wyawahare, DKS Subramaniam, Dr. Rajesh Nachiaappa Ganesh, Dr. Nagarajan K. Dept. of Medicine and Pathology

4. Case Reports: 2 numbers (5 minutes presentation with 2 minutes discussion)
a. Neuroendocrine small cell carcinoma of lung presenting with carcinomatous encephalopathy, Dr. Anand S, Dr. Deepak Amalnath, Dr. Mukta Wyawahare, DKS Subramaniam, Dr. Rajesh Nachiaappa Ganesh, Dr. Nagarajan K. Dept. of Medicine and Pathology
b. Pulmonary aspergilloma complicating tubercular bronchiectasis in an 8 year old girl, Karmalla Saddam Hussain, Suresh mekala, venkatesh Chandrasekaran, Sriram Krishnamurthy, Mahadevan Subramanian, Ramkumar. Dept. of Pediatrics

August 2016

Guest Lecture – 5th August 2016 - Dr. Vivek Misra – Alumni Reunion Batch of 1973 – Title of the talk - "Cancer Care in the Elderly" – Pasteur Theatre

Monthly Meeting – 19th August 2016
1. Lead talk 1 - will be on “Process of Biomedical innovation in JIPMER” by Dr. Arun Alexander, Associate Professor, Department of ENT, JIPMER

The talk will be for a period of 20 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes

2. Lead talk 2 – “Hand Transplantation: Past, Present and Future: An Interactive Session” by Dr. Dinesh Kumar, Associate Professor, Department of Plastic Surgery JIPMER.

The talk will be for a period of 20 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes

3. Original papers – 2 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 2 minutes discussion. The papers selected are listed below,

d. Transarterial chemoembolization for patients with solid liver tumors: a retrospective study of a 4-year experience in a single institution. Dr Santhosh Anand.K.S. Dept of Surgical gastroenterology and Cardiology.

e. Effectiveness of Weekly Short Message Service Reminders in Adherence to Treatment among Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Patients: A Community based Randomized Controlled Trial. Dr Mahendra M. Dept of Social and preventive medicine

4. Case Reports: 1 number (5 minutes presentation with 3 minutes discussion)

A Rare case of Hepatobiliary Tuberculosis- Dr Manish kumar. Dept of General surgery
Guest Lecture – 5th August 2016 - Dr. Vivek Misra – Alumni Reunion Batch of 1973 –
Title of the talk - “Cancer Care in the Elderly” – Pasteur Theatre

July 2016 –

Monthly Meeting
1. The JSS lead talk will be on “Cancer Surgery – Surgical Oncologist’s Perspective’’ by Dr. Prasanth Penumadu, Assistant Professor, Department of Surgical oncology.
   The talk will be for a period of 25 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes.
2. Original papers – 3 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 3 minutes discussion. The papers selected are listed below,
   b. Validation of oxford classification histopathological score of IgA nephropathy with clinico pathological correlates at presentation in south Indian population. Tanmay Gokhale, Dr Rajesh NG, Dr Sreejith P, Dept of pathology and Nephrology.
   c. Effect of Mobile Voice Calls on Treatment Initiation among Patients Diagnosed with Tuberculosis in a Tertiary Care Hospital: A Randomized Control Trial - Dr Marie Gilbert Majella, Dept of PSM.
3. Case Reports: 2 numbers (5 minutes presentation with 2 minutes discussion)
   A Primary Hepatic Lymphoma Treated with Liver Resection and post-operative chemotherapy: case report. Dr. Nishkarsh Mehta, Dr. A. Anandhi, Dr. Vishnu Prasad NR, Dr. K. Sree Harsha, Dr. Debasis Gochhait . Dept of General Surgery and Pathology
   b. An uncommon cause of blindness Dr Radhakrishna Pedapati, Dr Deepak Amalnath, Dr Vivekanandan M, Dr Molly Mary Thabah, Dept of General Medicine.

April 2016
1. The JSS lead talk “HIV Care Cascade: JIPMER Experience” by Dr. Abdoul Hamide, Professor, Department of Medicine
   The talk will be for a period of 25 minutes followed by discussion for 5 minutes
2. Original papers – 3 numbers (8 minutes presentation followed by 3 minutes discussion. The papers selected are listed below,
   a. Histomorphological changes and angiogenic factors in placenta of preeclamptic patients – Dr.Khowsalya, Department of Pathology, Obstetrics and gynaecology
   b. Ophthalmologic profile of thyroid disease- Dr. Aswanthi, Department of Ophthalmology and Endocrinology.
   c. Developing and Validating Script Concordance Testing for ENT undergraduates – Dr. Sivaraman G, Department of ENT, PSM, Medical education and Biostatistics
3. Case Reports: 2 numbers (5 minutes presentation with 2 minutes discussion)
   a. Growing teratoma syndrome- Dr. Saravana kumari, Department of Pathology and Urology.
b. Giant intramuscular nodular fasciitis masquerading as soft tissue sarcoma with neural involvement - a case report – Dr. Anandhi, Department of Surgery and Pathology.

**Guest Lecture** – 22.04.2016 – Dept. of Radiation Oncology – Nursing College Multipurpose Hall

Dr. Shaleen Kumar, Professor and Head of Radiation Oncology and Registrar SGPGI, Lucknow.

The topic is “**Precision radiotherapy and oncology: What will it take to fulfill the promise?**”

**Results of Elections for JIPMER Scientific Society**

Thanks to the co-operation from our JIPMER family, we in the JSS Executive could successfully complete our tenure with a packed academic schedule in the academic year 2016-2017. Our tenure has come to an end with a wonderful guest lecture and the elections for the next executive were held on 18th April 2017 in SSB Auditorium. Dr Gautam Roy was the election officer.

The newly elected executive is listed below

President - Dr. Sai Chandran BV
Vice President - Dr. S. Kumaravel
Secretary - Dr. Subashini Kaliaperumal
Joint Secretary - Dr. Vijaikrishna
Treasurer - Dr. Jyotirmay Hegde

Executive Committee Members
1. Dr. Rakhi Biswas
2. Dr. BH Srinivas
3. Dr. Prasanth Penumadu
4. Dr. Abhishek Gowda
5. Dr. Madhusudhanan Ponnusamy

We wish the best for the new team to take on the mantle of JSS with flying colors.